It's interesting to see how far people can go with bullshitting themselves rather than seeing obvious facts. It's actually a law of reality that the truth hurts people more than a ton of bricks. In particular people who are so deeply into lies, that reality doesn't justify anything of their beliefs anymore. One such case is the people who believe in a "Satanic" Influence over the Vatican.

It's interesting that these people blame the Illuminati, the Freemasons and many other orders. Of which you can find all their books online (the actual ones) and read them.

If this people ever bothered to open the bible, or the pages of Church History for that liking (the book spread to all 4 corners of the planet by the Vatican and the Christian Church) they would read the agenda of the church really clearly. Which is to instate a global plantation for the Jewish Race to rule over. A war of 'egalitarianism', bottomless equality, and enforced impoverishment so every parasite can live.

Those who never read the Gospels they believe that for some reason, Rabbi Christ, known to the jews as the Rebel Rabbi Yehoshua who had to do a lot of Tikkun (rectification through jewish practices) before he would claim Messianic status, is not a good boy for that yet. He actually talks about killing, murder, and destruction worldwide, ripping families, states and the people's soul apart in places of fiery torment. And how after such 'necessary' things (his own order), with his chosen Jewish Disciples, will be imposed upon the earth.

For some reason a lot of people are stuck in that this jewish egregore and cultural totem is actually "real". Who created hoaxes for 20 centuries of Rabbi Christ being real? The Vatican. Who gave people in Asia copies of the best seller bullshit book namely the Bible? The Vatican. Who claims all the time they believe in an "All Powerful God"… The Vatican.

So why do the stupid Goyim that didn't know how to write their own name a few hundreds of years ago, nowadays believe so strongly in the "REAL EXISTENCE OF JESUS", because of the Vatican. If it were not for the Vatican to loot, murder, do inquisitions, suppress revolution of science and the human mind, the hoax of christianity would have perished a long time ago. Same as the stupid serf goyim who now 'debate'… Based on what? What the Vatican gave them to debate...
Somehow these useless sheep that believe in these hoaxes turn their little finger to accuse Vatican of being "Luciferian" and "Satanic" simply because they said so.

Rapist priest? The Devil's work.
Stealing Church? The Devil's work.
Everyone a child molester at the Vatican? The Devil's work.

One if they have the IQ of a fish right here will understand what is going on. One who OBSERVES or happens to KNOW about these evils, doesn't BLAME or HATE what keeps these perverts and sickening people to POWER, but rather, gets their hate misdirected on their ENEMIES. So, the end result of this is that these people always stay in power to further commit what they have been doing all along.

In other words, in a world dominated by the jews and their cultural conception, nobody fights the jews, but visages and ghosts of 'Devils' instead. So the real evil people always stay in power.

Every time Tom robs a bank, he says Jerry, who is innocent, did it. Jerry may have even saw him stealing from the bank and wanted to report it to the police or do something about it. The Mob is sent to attack Jerry, and Tom can loot freely. This is the "Devil Made The Pious Ones Do It" meme in simple English. Tom is the Vatican or Christian, or Jew, and Jerry is the Devil, their opposer, their accuser.

But the above is too clever for the dysgenics manifestations of the Christians to understand, then I digress: They, based on natural standards of the abusers and the abused, "deserve" to have their little kids to be abducted by the jews and the christian pastors, so they can be tortured and worse. Technically they HAND OUT their children so long they TOLERATE all of the above, and keep a blind eye to everything on purpose. And the enemy knows this so they keep going.

Every time their kids are abducted in some chamber in the Vatican by Tom (Christian), they beat Jerry (The Devil) on the head with a club, because they saw Tom (Christian) abusing their kids. Tell me if that makes any sense. Well it doesn't have to make, in Christianity logic is a sin. So... Jerry is the bad person here as he prompted disbelief in the church, not Tom. And therefore, it's Jerry's (The Devil's) fault. We must not Judge Tom the Christian either, he must have fallen victim to the Devil...And who are we to judge after all, "Only God Can Judge Me", and every other rapist on the Vatican of course.
What remains out of this is:

1. We fight to extinguish the influence of Jerry.
2. Tom Rapes and Abuses Freely.
3. Those who decide who has power simply give all the power to Tom to rape, and weaken Jerry, accuse him, attack him etc.

Another happy day in the Vatican.

Now, how important is it for the Vatican to always maintain the hoax that it's the DEVIL'S fault? It's the most important thing they can do. Actually, without it, they will be killed in the open and all their empire will collapse.

So, what are christians doing when they are blaming the "Pope" to be a Satanist? They simply reinforce the above meme and the church keeps going. They empower it, they do not 'weaken' it. They expand its influence and make sure all their enemies always get the blame and pay for things they never did. Even the pope and many other free masons themselves play into this play here and there to keep their hoax going if absolutely necessary. It's done for their greater ends.

If you kill and exterminate all the planet as the revelation happily 'expects', it's very good, you are bringing Jisux Christ closer to his coming. You hate someone and you want to kill them? Don't worry about prison or anything like that, the stupid Aryan Goyim Slaves came up with this "JUDICIARY SYSTEM" bullshit, like these Pagan Retards had in Ancient Athens for example.

Let's do it the biblical way: You can instead just 'repent' it to your local pastor, and God will always 'forgive' you. So might as well do it, since you can always 'repent' on your sins. You can just talk to a past about it at Sunday and go commit it again next Saturday. In Christianity you can do anything so long you just 'repent' about it later. As it's the rule of Christianity the "God" will always forgive you no matter what, and you can freely commit such later.

According to them the Vatican, and the church, which teaches them the bullshit they believe, is somehow, the material body of some all-powerful entity, that they know as Christ, whose father is the god of the hebrews, Jehovah. Now images they kiss and revere, of this spook, exist on every corner of the Vatican. Watching every single priest. How does one become a priest is by studying for more than 12 hours a day about christian 'spirituality', acting in 'christian morality', and doing everything they can not to 'sin', living the 'saintly life'. In other words, one follows the bible for decades letter to letter for maybe even decades, preaches it, spreads it, immerses in it. One spends their whole life on top of this book,
reading about it, debating it, reading commentary about it, reading about the life of the 'pious saints' and so forth. One is fully immersed in their spiritual belief system.

As time progresses the people who rise to the top ranks, they commit all sorts of child molestation, crimes and atrocities. But simply they are coming closer to their own "God". JHVH and Jesus both admit of planning genocide, extinction of all races, wiping out planet earth, spreading stupidity and doing double talking (Love-Burn you in hell for all eternity) and the like.

What Christians cannot admit is that they are just worshiping like sadomasochists a jewish cultural totem and idol. The more they interact with it, they more they become like it. They more hate grows in their heart for idolaters.

What is the difference from the pope and any other evil rapist christian who beats his wife all day, is that the pope has more riches, and the pope is more immersed in the same jewish energy matrix the jews have created.

All their life is built around "God" and doing the "Right thing". They pray to "God" for 10 hours on end, do churches, litanies, begging "God" all the time to bless them and enlighten them. Even if that was the reality they on the backhand tried to worship the "Dark Forces", all the time spent on an ALL POWERFUL AND SUPREMELY MORAL AND GOOD LORD WITH ULTIMATE POWER TO FART THE UNIVERSE would stop them from eating like pigs, in the very least, let alone commit all sorts of crimes.

Christians who rave about a Satanic Pope have understood a very fundamental reality: Them on their own neglect the almighty power of the jewish "God" in which they supposedly believe. Which renders their religion by default a hoax, as it's built on the hoax of monotheism. Not only they admit their god is 'weak', and that the so called 'enemy forces' have the upper hand, but that all of them combined are an mass of weak shitheads, that have an "All powerful" jewish totem to back them up and they can't do anything to even combat the influences coming from their so called 'enemies'. So even if one accepts this assumption it's just something that self-collapses all the christian narrative.

As some people have stated before in the philosophical approach of Christianity. Why do you need a powerful God when you have a Devil for everything "God" fails to do? (((God))) has failed at everything to the point the existence of a "Devil" is absolutely necessary to cover for his own impotence. If it were not for the Devil for the Christians to blame everything onto, they would have woken up or would have to agree to the reality that their "All powerful God" is nothing but a jewish hoax.
Below I write the dedication ritual for the Christians. It's just Christianity in a nutshell.

"I swear solemnly to the Jewish egregore, god of the material Jewish gang and mafia to never accept it as an evil thing, never believe its followers are evil, or their plans, and question neither nor look for justice no matter what they do to me: therefore I am a good Christian. Through thick and thin I will remain a useless disgusting slave, but I may, on occasion, whine about it: but solely on good ends, if that is to reinforce the influence of the church and increase its followers by recruiting the stupid by means of holy deception and honorable deceit. On occasion I may also pretend to be a nationalist, if required, to deceive and misdirect the angry mob from finally dealing out with the Christian hoax imposed by the holy Jews on us, in full righteousness. If I see anything I do not like I will just say it's the devil, a pagan god, a random ghost or whatever else but the Christian criminal doing it, exactly as my pastor said. I am too a little worker for future Zion, I too lick the balls of the mighty Rabbi from the Levant, may I please be included in the 144,000 chosen Jews please, when the time, that I, by my own stupidity, do bring, does come to pass? Please do not kill me like the Bible says for I have been a good slave, always serving the master Jew day and night. Shalom Yisrael, Shalom Rabbi Christ."

- Christian Sheeple Tard.
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